Build 6.1.1470-1611 Release Notes

Build 6.1.1611
App

Area

Type

Comments

SPOT

AR

Fix

Selecting "View and Print Statements" for any of the summary lines of
the list of hotel statements (e.g. "All Statements") would return no
records found when that is obviously not the case.

SPOT

AR

Fix

Email statements belonging to customers whose configured statement
type was ".HTM" were not showing in the preview window or in the
email.

SPOT

AR

New Feature

A "Print Items" button has been added to the Statement View screen and
to the Statements tab on the AR-CC tab of Customer View. This will print
a report showing a list of items belonging to the invoices posted to the
selected statement(s).

SPOT

AR

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an owner, I would like to an option to include statement item details
only on certain customers instead of store wide.
An "Item Info on Statement" checkbox has been added to the AR-CC tab
of Customer View. It enables customer-specific override of the "Store
Settings > A/R Settings > Show Item Info on Statements:" setting.

SPOT

Configura
tion

New Feature

As a SPOT administrator I would like defaults to appear in certain
collections (e.g., split reasons) but I may want to modify those defaults
afterwards.
The option to apply defaults to a new setting is now enabled. At the
present time, Company->Markin->Split Reasons is the only collection to
which this applies. Based on user feedback or future needs SPOT will use
this feature for other setting collections.

SPOT

Configura
tion

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an owner, I would like to change marquee messages for all stores in
a centralized utility.
Added "Messages" selection to the Menu, to allow a user to select a
store, then add/remove/update the marquee messages for that store.

SPOT

Coupons

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an owner, I would like the progress slip for my rewards program to
be customized. Including pieces remaining
Support for level-based progress slips. If a next level is available and no
reward is earned, the customer can receive a customizable printout
(usually from the receipt printer) to show their progress towards earning
the next level.

Settings

Rights

Company Settings>Markin Settings>Split Reasons
populate from
defaults but are
modifiable by the user
afterwards.
New "Activity Right"
to control access,
"Utilities > Access
Marquee Message
Manager"
Company Settings>Customer Rewards
Settings->Customer
Rewards Profiles>Levels->"Print
Progress Slip Towards

Required Changes

this Level" checkbox.
Company Settings>Customer Rewards
Settings->Customer
Rewards Profiles>Levels->"Progress
Slip Template" button.
Normal printing
settings apply. NOTE:
The customer must
have a valid bag tag
printer defined in
Workstation Settings>Printing Settings>Printer Assignments.
The progress slip
template uses an
enhanced bag tag
layout.
SPOT

Credit
Cards

Change

Centralized transaction log to be in the database
Modified CC module so that transaction logs are recorded in the
database instead of the files.

SPOT

CRM

Fix

Comments were not printing on the CRM item report.

SPOT

Customer
View

Fix

An "Invalid use of null" error was occurring in the Web Requests screen
when attempting to process UK customers that had changed information
in CustomerConnect.

SPOT

Customer
View

Fix

After viewing/printing a statement from the AR-CC tab of Customer
View, most of the screen was blank.

SPOT

Customer
View

Change

As an owner, I would like an option to prompt clerks for an email if the
customer has previously refused to provide an email.
Added function to periodically prompt the user for email addresses for
customers who are either missing valid email addresses, or have
previously refused to provide one. This is activated by setting the interval

There are no new
settings. Existing
settings regarding
transaction logging are
being left intact, in
order to maintain
backwards
compatibility.

Store Settings >
Customer Settings >
Refused Email
Reminder Interval
Type, set to 'None',

Existing CC log files
will not be
updated, nor will
they be removed
by the system (it is
no longer aware of
these). It will be up
to the system
admin to remove
these after a
reasonable time
period.

SPOT

Email

Addition to
Existing
Feature

type (see settings) to 'Days' or 'Visit', and the interval to a number
greater than zero.

'Days' or 'Visits'.
Store Settings >
Customer Settings >
Refused Email
Reminder Interval, set
to positive integer.

As an owner, I would like to specify a different reply/from address for
different types of emails
Added "Return Address" to most email event types, so this email address
can be specified accordingly. Also added a "From" field to the batch
email campaign system.

Store Settings > Email
Settings > (Event) >
Return Address

If these fields are blank, the system will always fall back to the base
"Email Settings > Return Address", and then if necessary the email
address set up for the store under "Setup > Location Information".
SPOT

File
Manager

Fix

Fixed cosmetic issue with the file manager, where the full server path
was still being displayed in the file copy/overwrite/remove confirmation
dialogs.

SPOT

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

SPOT /setup now includes a /dbonly update feature. Use this when you
want to update schema only (no other setup operations will occur).

SPOT

General

Fix

SPOT server setup was timing out during certain database updates on
large databases. The timeout period is extended now to 3600 seconds
(previously was the default timeout of 30 seconds).

SPOT

General

Fix

Minor UI fixes to Pay Period and Holiday scheduler setup screens.

SPOT

General

Fix

The SPOT markin screens were unable to finish a hotel order if a previous
hotel order had been split or saved without items.

SPOT

General

Fix

Hotels configured to show item info on the hotel manifest were getting
an error when the manifest was run.

SPOT

General

New Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to style the application from a variety of
themes (Phase I)
A preview of the new SPOT "Modern" style, to complement the SPOT
"Classic" style, is now available. The style is currently available on the
home page. To select the theme, select Tools->Styles->Modern.

SPOT

General

Fix

Restoration manifests are now correctly sorting by department name.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed issue with Tools->Services not launching properly when SPOT is in
hotfix deployment mode.

SPOT

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Users can now select multiple statements in the Statement View screen
when performing statement operations such as printing, emailing,
deleting, and reprinting invoices.

SPOT

Home
Page

New Feature

Added Alerts for Alterations Promised Today & Alterations Overdue, with
corresponding searches.

Stored procedures are
in defaults, but the

Alerts and Advanced
Search definitions may
need to be imported
into their proper
collections. Activation
of the alerts is in the
normal place in Store
Settings > Site
Defaults.
SPOT

Home
Page

New Feature

As a manager I would like an Alert/Search to show me all open
alteration orders
Added Alerts for Alterations Promised Today & Alterations Overdue, with
corresponding searches.

SPOT

Home
Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Home Page will now scale to larger screen sizes if the main SPOT
browser window is enlarged or maximized.

SPOT

Home
Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Route View and Hotel View screens will now resize with SPOT
browser size changes.

SPOT

Home
Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

A/R View Statements and Report View screens are now resolution
independent.

SPOT

Home
Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Assisted Assembly screens are now resolution independent.

SPOT

Home
Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like resolution independence for the Home Page
and other primary views
The Home Page and all screens directly available from it will now scale to
larger screen sizes if the main SPOT browser window is enlarged or
maximized. This includes the Quick, Touch Screen - Extended and
Keyboard markin screens, Rack/Process Step screen, Assisted Assembly
screens, Order Pickup screen, A/R View Statements screen, Inventory
Scan screen, and Reconciliation screen.

SPOT

Home
Page

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Reconciliation screen is now resolution-independent.

Stored procedures are
in defaults, but the
Alerts and Advanced
Search definitions may
need to be imported
into their proper
collections. Activation
of the alerts is in the
normal place in Store
Settings > Site
Defaults.

SPOT

Hotels

Fix

Hotels with more than 32767 customers were causing an error when a
customer was added or removed.

SPOT

Hotels

Fix

Updates to Store->Hotel Settings->Hotels->{hotel} were not populating in
the database properly. This issue impacted hotel exports but does not
impact the hotel manifest or hotel sales reporting.

SPOT

Mapping

Change

As a SPOT user I would like to run my installed version of MapPoint
(MapPoint 2006, 2009, 2011, or 2013)
SPOT now adjusts to accommodate whichever supported version of
Microsoft MapPoint is installed (versions 2006, 2009, 2011, or 2013 are
currently supported).

SPOT

Markin

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Touch Screen - Extended markin screen will now support changing
the screen size, and larger screen sizes will add an additional row of
department buttons.

SPOT

Pickup

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Order Pickup screen will now support increasing the screen size.

SPOT

Process
Steps

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Rack/Process Step screen will now support increasing the screen
size.

SPOT

Process
Steps

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like resolution independence for Process Steps
The Process Steps screen will now scale to larger screen sizes if the main
SPOT browser window is enlarged or maximized.

SPOT

Productio
n

Addition to
Existing
Feature

An order may now be voided if Order View is entered from the Advanced
Production Commitment Detail screen.

SPOT

Quick

Addition to
Existing
Feature

The Quick screen will now support changing the screen size, and larger
screen sizes will add an additional row of department buttons.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

CRM Entries By Type - Fixes an issue with a data type mismatch on the
Comments field rendering it missing.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added email presentation to "Lost Tuna" report.

SPOT

Reports

Change

Updated Mobile Usage report to be compatible with Reports Queue.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

(Mobile Store Pickup Requests) - Displays all store notification pickup
requests submitted through the mobile app during a specified date
range.
(Mobile Route Pickup Requests) - Displays all on-demand route pickup
requests submitted through the mobile app during a specified date
range.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to

(Credit Card Discrepancies) - Report to show all transactions that sent to

Existing
Feature

Paypros that do not have a corresponding SPOT transaction. That will
include declined credit card transactions.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

"Outgoing Summary - By Referral", "Outgoing Summary - By Clerk",
"Outgoing Summary - By Month", and "Outgoing Summary - By Day"
reports were generating a "Field name not known" error.

SPOT

Reports

Change

Added last visit date to the route summary manifest.

SPOT

Reports

New Feature

As an owner, I would like a report to show department
volumes/relative % by customer
A new report, "Department Usage By Customer", has been added to the
Customer folder of Reports Gallery. It shows a breakdown by
department of pieces, sales, and percentage of total sales for each
customer in the selected store(s) for orders detailed during the selected
date range.

SPOT

Reports

New Feature

As a manager, I would like to have a report that would display a
customer's heat seals with full description
Added three new reports for HSL detail for a specified customer. Reports
are for 1) All HSL entries, 2) HSL entries by creation date range, and 3)
HSL entries by last scanned date range.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

New Customer Verification Report - Intended for export to Excel.
Displays common information about new customers within a selected
date range. Used to verify information was entered correctly.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

A/R statements not generating/exporting HTML-based attachments
properly in the latest version. This is now resolved.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

"Outgoing Summary", "Outgoing Summary - By Clerk", "Outgoing
Summary - By Day", "Outgoing Summary - By Month", and "Outgoing
Summary - By Referral" reports were not working if archive data was
requested.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

When a customer is reassigned to another store, the route assignment is
removed. If there is more than one customer on the affected stop, that
customer is removed from the stop. If there is only that one customer on
the stop, the stop is removed as expected.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Orders posted in RouteTracMobile for route customers with valid credit
cards on file but without an active A/R account were being placed in PNP
status without attempting to charge the card.

SPOT

Routes

New Feature

As a route manager, I want to run multiple manifests in a single day
and reprint as needed.
Added a new manifest option for a route manifest "Data Set/Snapshot
Info" to the top of the route manifest parameters selection view. This
new button invokes a view that allows the user to select between "New
Manifest" (which is the default), "Time Range Specifier", "Supplemental
Manifest" and "Reprint Manifest".

Customer will have
to use the HSL
Remap tool to
make sure the new
table column for
Price Table is
populated.

The following settings
are suggested to have
corresponding entries:
Store > Route Settings
> On-Demand Time
Ranges

Selecting:
New Manifest is the default, and will cause the system to generate a
manifest consistent with current functionality.
Time Range Specifier will allow the user to select a time range specifier
(from the same list of specifiers viewed in the customer view Route
Specific Route Rules), and the resulting manifest will show only those
customers & scheduled visits matching that selection.
Supplemental Manifest will allow the user to generate a supplemental
(or incremental) manifest, excluding all customer/order entries that may
be present on earlier manifests for that route that day. A "New Manifest"
will reset the system, and any subsequent "Time Range" or other
"Supplemental Manifests" will be accounted for. A "Supplemental
Manifest" will not be permitted for any given day that has not yet had at
least one "New" or "Time Range" manifests run.
Reprint Manifest will allow the user to select any previously generated
manifest and reprint it.
Any of these may manifests will still allow Detailed/Summary views, and
the New, Time Range and Supplemental will still allow optimization.

Store > Route Settings
> Time Ranges
Since the 'On-Demand
Time Ranges' have
two aspects of each
time range (pick-up &
delivery), we must be
able to tie each PU/DL
pair to a single 'Time
Ranges' entry. This is
accomplished by
matching a 'Time
Ranges' entry to the
beginning word(s) of a
set of 'On-Demand'
entries. See the
following examples.
Time Ranges
On-Demand
Time Ranges
----------------------------------------------Morning
Morning PU

Morning DL
Afternoon
Afternoon PU

Afternoon DL
Note that a 'Time
Ranges' entry may not
need to have a set of
corresponding 'OnDemand' entries, but
every 'On-Demand'
entry should have a
corresponding 'Time
Ranges' entry.

SPOT

Search

Fix

The "Send Email" button in the Customer Lookup screen was using the
same Alt-M hotkey as the "Email Address" lookup selection button. It
now uses the Alt-E hotkey, and the "Extended Lookup" selection button
uses the Alt-X hotkey.

SPOT

Security

Fix

Using Menu->Time Clock->Change User PIN would successfully update
the PIN but would not pass through the user's system rights so
operations like Tools->Program Configuration could not be authorized.

SPOT

Splitting

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a user or a customer, I want to see the reasoning for a split.
Added to a "Split Reason" selection to invoice splitting. This reason will
be requested when splitting manually from the Invoice Split view, as well
as the manual splits that may occur from the assisted assembly and
conveyor operations views. Auto-splitting from the lot manager,
conveyor and assisted assembly will simply indicate the auto-split and
where it occurred, without prompting the user.

Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Fix

Changes in customer notification preferences made in CustomerConnect
were not showing in SPOT in the change compare screen before entering
Customer View; all notification changes will now show in the compare
screen.

Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Fix

Fixed missing barcode on the print bag tag form.

Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added the ability to require a valid CCOF prior to being able to schedule
a pickup request.

Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Fix

Fixed an issue with non-US postal codes being formatted incorrectly
when a user views their information.

Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Fix

Fixed hiding of "Available Options" header if there are not any enabled
email/phone notifications.

Data
Exports

General

Fix

Fixed Tools->Services not launching services properly. This was an
inadvertent bug issued after making changes to use a shim-based launch.

Produc
tionTra
c
Legacy

General

Fix

Fixed issue where certain setting values were causing the abort of the
persistence of production category settings, particularly those used by
the ProductionTrac systems.

New collection to
specify a list of
possible split reasons,
located at "Company
Settings > Mark-in
Settings > Split
Reasons.

This is a hostedonly problem and
will not affect
standalone
customers.

Produc
tionTra
c
Legacy

General

Fix

All versions of ProductionTrac should now correctly indicate the current
item step in the Visual invoice in SPOT.

Produc
tionTra
c PC

General

Fix

ProductionTracPC crashes when missing the setting for
'CommentSearchCriteria' in the config file. V1.04 sent 4/1/2013 resolves
this, if the setting is missing. Including the setting, even if blank, will also
resolve the issue.

Route
Mobile
Client

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a RouteTracMobile user, I would like to scan any invoice as delivered
no matter the stop.
Changes:
1) When "Scan Bags" is enabled, we had taken all bag quantity buttons
from the main screen. Three of these are added back in: "0", "1", or "2+".
These will always be "additional bags" and will still print the bag tickets.
The highlighted button will not reflect scanned bags for that customer.
2) Update to RTM to allow the scanning of orders from any stop on the
route. This is governed by a setting at the route level in SPOT.
3) When the scanning of orders from any stop is enabled, a button on
the scan orders view will show up, allowing the user to toggle the dataset
from all orders for all stops, and the current stop's orders only
4) When a bag scan occurs for a customer that does not belong to the
manifest, but DOES belong to the route, the system will now add that
customer to the manifest and accept the bag.
5) Added a 'Deliver' button to the "Scan Orders" view, allowing a user to
highlight an order and toggle it between 'Delivered' and 'Not Processed'.

Store Settings > Route
Settings > Route >
RouteTrac Mobile
Order Scan, set to
"Stop" or "Route".

Build 6.1.1470
App

Area

Type

Comments

Settings

SPOT

Configur
ation

Change

To protect against unwanted side-effects, the store mnemonic will be
read only within SPOT.
This field will be 'read-only' for all users from within the 'Setup > Location
Information' view. To update the mnemonic, the user must access this
information from within the meta-space browser, or direct to table.

Setup->Location
Information>Mnemonic.

SPOT

Email

Fix

The "Email Visit Info" feature was not functioning properly with dynamic
splitting.

SPOT

Email

Fix

The @BILLEDACCTBALANCE token included in certain email templates
was being replaced by the current posted balance instead of the latest
billed balance.

SPOT

Exports
and
Utilities

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an owner, I would like the data export file to retry sending a few
times if our FTP site is having an issue.
Data Export Service D will now retry FTP connection and data file

Rights

Required Changes

transmission three times each if unsuccessful on the initial attempt.
SPOT

File
Manager

Change

• Add a refresh button (F5) to the file manager screen to update the
latest. If you make a file change on your local box while in the file
manager session you have to change folders in order to refresh the list.
• Rename “Custom report folder” setting to “File Manager”
• Rename “ Maximum File Size” to “ Maximum File Size (MB)”
o Calculate the number in the field in MB
o Limit the max field entry to a maximum size to reflect the data type
• You cannot rename a file with a space in the file manager.
• Remove the \\shares01\Shared from “Server folder” so that the user
will only see \CompanyInfo
• If you create a new folder the local client folder shows c:\\New folder\
• Add the option to multi select files for copy.
• Setting to disable the ability to rename or remove root folders . This
will be a list of folder names.

SPOT

Gift
Cards

Change

As a customer, I would like to use a combination of two or more Givex
brand gift cards to pay for my orders without needing a deposit
Order Pickup will now take multiple electronic payments, including Credit
Card, Gift Card and Debit Card payments.

SPOT

Home
Page

Change

Add connection name and minor tweaks to the About screen. Removed
check to "Last backup" unless there is a backup path set.

SPOT

Inventor
y

New Feature

As a manager, I would like basic merchandise inventory control
Added a basic merchandise inventory control system. The manager is
accessed via 'Menu > Store Management' and includes options for
receiving new inventory, stock checks, inventory adjustments, store
transfers, and update/modify prices.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Standard Markin was popping up an errant "license not found" dialog.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Price later items were losing their price later attribute when Store>Markin->Department->Print ItemTrac was selected.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

A price later alteration was losing its price later flag when used in
combination with Tagging->Print-ItemTrac.

SPOT

Messagin
g

Fix

Instability with 3rd-party rich text control button bar repaired by
removing control and replacing it by implementing a custom button bar.

SPOT

Mobile

Fix

Mobile invitation code emailing was failing if the invitation code template
could not be found.

SPOT

Pricing

Fix

When using the cash rounding feature, certain amounts that ended in a 0

New entries in
'Company Settings >
Merchandise Settings'
for minimum,
maximum, reorder
threshold, etc. Also
added settings for
'Track Inventory',
which activates
tracking for that item,
'Discontinued' and a
category.

New right 'Inventory
> Access
Merchandise
Inventory Manager'.

were not being properly rounded.
SPOT

Printing

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Rewards and Incentives now include a field for the expiration date.

Marketing
Incentives/Rewards
template editor>Expiration Date data
field.

SPOT

Printing

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an administrator I want a resizeable window for the document
designer.
Resolution independence and layout improvements to the document
designer.

Company Settings>Report/Printing
Settings->Document
Templates
Store Settings->Route
Settings->(Route)>Invoice Template
Store Settings->Hotel
Settings->(Hotel)>Invoice Template

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Customer Information Slip had embedded 'tab' characters, that were not
supported by the updated printing mechanism. This issue is now
resolved, and no longer embeds those tabs.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Customer Birthdays - Included email address. Now allows email
presentations to be added to the report.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added four new reports for Merchandise Inventory control.
Current Merchandise Inventory - Displays current merchandise inventory
counts for the selected stores. Grouped by store then item category.
Merchandise Inventory Activity Detail - Shows incoming/outgoing activity
of merchandise items with comments or invoice numbers.
Merchandise Sales Activity Summary - Shows sales and returns for each
item within a specified date range. Grouped by store then category.
Store Merchandise Reorder - Display list of merchandise items that need
to be reordered based on the reorder threshold for each selected store.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added "Autodial CRM Entries" report. Shows Autodial CRM Entries within
the selected date range. Grouped by call type, then by route if customer
is on a route.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Hotel statement custom statements are confirmed working in the most
recent SPOT build.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to

The A/R statement layout that shows a running account balance

Store Settings > A/R

Existing
Feature

(Statement3.rpt) now supports the "Show Item Info on Statements" and
"Show Tag Info on Statements" configuration settings.

Settings > Show Item
Info on Statements
Store Settings > A/R
Settings > Show Tag
Info on Statements

SPOT

Restorati
on

Fix

The RestoreNet text file was not generating properly in the recent
registration-free versions of SPOT.

SPOT

Search

New Feature

As a user, I would like to single click to send an email to a specific
customer.
A "Send Email" button has been added to the Customer Lookup
screen. This will allow users to email directly from the Lookup screen
without having to enter Customer View.

SPOT

Setup

Fix

SPOT /setup was hanging up in version 6.1.1417.17 and higher. This was
due to the decrypt and encrypt functions not being populated properly.

SPOT

Timecloc
k

New Feature

As an office manager, I would like to export timeclock data for a 3rd
party payroll company
"Payroll Export - Summary" and "Payroll Export - Detail" reports have
been added to the Time Clock folder in Reports Gallery. The former will
show the total hours, total overtime hours, wages, and overtime wages
for each employee, week, and labor category for the store(s) and date
range/pay period selected; the latter includes the same information, but
shows the individual time clock sessions that make up the summary
data. Both reports include an Excel presentation option.

Convey
or
Client

General

New Feature

As a conveyor customer, we would like the ticket to have a progress
count for the visit (Example: 3 of 12)
Addition of a token for the assembly conveyor Metalprogetti bagging
label to indicate total number of items on the original invoice. This will
enable the ticket to read, for example, "3 pieces of an original total of 11
pieces".

In the
SBSConveyorClient.ex
e.config, in the label
definition section, a
new token called
'@VisitPcs' has been
implemented. For
those using
'@ConvPcs' instead of
'@Pcs', an equivalent
'@VisitCnvPcs' has
also been
implemented.

Convey
or
Kiosk

General

New Feature

As a kiosk owner, I would like the outer door to open only for validated
customers.
Updated BCRead to be able to monitor two serial ports (MSR's), and tag
swiped data accordingly. This new program is called BCRead2.exe.

BCRead2 requires
settings for 'Port B'
and a 'Port B > Scan
Identifier' of '2'. Leave
the 'Port A > Scan
Identifier' blank.

Updated Kiosk software to identify and validate the second port activity
and open the door accordingly.

The only setting in the
Kiosk that is required
is one that determines
if the outer door
swipe will also activate
the kiosk, or of the
kiosk will require a
second swipe inside to
continue. This setting
belongs in
'KioskSettings.config'
and is called
'OuterDoorActivatesKi
osk' (true/false).
Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Fix

Special cleaning instructions created in CustomerConnect as part of a
pickup request were not creating a customer reminder when the request
was accepted in SPOT. This has been fixed.

Custo
mer
Connec
t

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a customer connect user I want to set notifications in either SPOT or
Customer Connect seamlessly.
SPOT will now support the new notification types and methods sent from
CustomerConnect.

Route
Mobile
Client

General

New Feature

As a RouteTrac Mobile user, I would like several enhancements.
Added to the mobile RouteTrac Manager:
' Added timeout to the SPOT connection & command methods
' Reminders popup was showing up after each selection of a bag
quantity, this is now fixed
' Application will now reset when settings are changed, so you don't
have to exit & reenter
' Added to sign-in screen an option to revise (lower) the truck mileage if
more than one attempt is made to enter a lesser mileage value
' Added new setting (Scan Bags - Enable/Disable) that activates a new
bag entry mode where bags can be either printed or scanned
' Added TimeSpecifier and TimeRange to manifest stop data, provided
stop filter to select a specifier and view stops
' Added TimeSpecifier and TimeRange to the stop/customer view on
main screen
' When settings are changed, the system will now reset, instead of
forcing the user to exit and restart the application
' Added new settings tab, with options to enable/disable certain (main)
display elements, including Time Specifier, Second Phone Number,
Payment Type, Last Activity and Route Visit Days
' Added color-coded alert (when TimeSpecifier is displayed) that will
light up when time-priority visits are not yet completed. In addition, the

All settings changes
are in RTM, and not in
SPOT. There is a new
timeout option in both
the 'Host' & 'Local'
tabs. In the
'Operation' tab, a new
'Scan Bags' option
activates that new
functionality. Note
that activating this will
force the 'Require Bag
Quantity' option to be
disabled. There is a
new tab in the settings
view, called 'Display'
that will allow the user
to switch in/out
selected elements of
the customer and stop
info on the main
display. All of the the
'Time Specifier' alert

The new 'Time
Specifier'
functionality will
only function in the
April 2013 (and
subsequent) builds
of SPOT.

"Pending Stops" button
'
will allow the selection of one of the TimeSpecifier options, and the
stop navigation will then select only those filtered/unvisited stops.

Route
Mobile
Client

General

New Feature

and selection
functionality is
dependent on the
'Display Time
Specifier' setting being
activated.

As a RouteTrac Mobile user, I would like several enhancements.
Added to the mobile RouteTrac manager: A warning with mileage is
vastly greater than previously entered mileage, and an option for the
driver to print new messages dispatched from the store during the route
session.
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